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            Blog

            Articles by Rodgers & Associates’ Advisers

            From Roth IRAs and tax planning to medicare and market reflections, Rodgers & Associates has over twenty five years experience navigating financial planning and wealth management. Each of our Financial Planners have various insights into how to plan and prepare for a thriving retirement lifestyle.
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        Ask the Adviser: What’s predicted to happen with bonds in 2024? 
        
            Apr 2, 2024Jeremie Patrick
        

        
            The Fed is slated to cut interest rates, which may likely raise bond prices. Here’s what to know.

        

    







    
        How to Reduce (or Avoid!) Taxes on Social Security Benefits 
        
            Mar 19, 2024Rick Rodgers
        

        
            These five strategies can minimize the taxes you’ll pay on Social Security and help extend the life of your nest egg.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: Are my investment advisory fees tax deductible? 
        
            Mar 5, 2024Erika Eckman
        

        
            While it’s no longer possible to deduct advisory fees outright, we’ll explore other tax-efficient ways to cover them.

        

    







    
        Retirement Savings and How to Make Time Work for You 
        
            Feb 20, 2024Rick Rodgers
        

        
            Younger generations are lagging behind on target goals for retirement savings. Here, we will look at some simple strategies for catching up.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: Should I opt for an annuity inside my 401(k) plan? 
        
            Feb 6, 2024Michael Lenick
        

        
            An annuity creates an income stream while also incurring costs within the plan. We’ll evaluate the pros and cons.

        

    







    
        Recapping Market Highlights and Most-Read Articles from 2023 
        
            Jan 16, 2024Rick Rodgers
        

        
            This past year, we covered topics ranging from inflation and legislative changes to RMDs and asset allocation. Here is an overview.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: How can I give to my grandkids in a way that supports my own retirement plans? 
        
            Jan 2, 2024Patrick Carney
        

        
            Assuming you’ve determined that you can contribute financially without hindering your own retirement plans, you should carefully consider how you may be able to help.

        

    







    
        How Retirement Savings are Changing in 2024 
        
            Dec 19, 2023Rick Rodgers
        

        
            We reviewed the tax code updates for 2024. Here’s what to know about contributing to a variety of retirement accounts.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: How do I handle the taxes on inheritance from a PA resident? 
        
            Dec 5, 2023Stephen Elliker
        

        
            Whether you’ve inherited property or other assets, here’s what to know about settling the tax bill in Pennsylvania.

        

    







    
        Nine Tips for Safer Travel 
        
            Nov 21, 2023Rick Rodgers
        

        
            Surprises on vacation can be stressful. Here’s how to plan ahead so your next trip is memorable in the right ways.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: How long should I keep my financial documents? 
        
            Nov 7, 2023Gabrielle Gioia
        

        
            The guidance varies depending on the document. We’ll look at what to consider with bank statements, tax returns, and other common file types.

        

    







    
        A 10-Question Pop Quiz to Test Your Tax and Investment IQ 
        
            Oct 17, 2023Rick Rodgers
        

        
            How much do you know about the tax implications of investing? This quiz tests your knowledge and gives you a chance to brush up on the basics.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: Should I begin making gifts to my new grandchild? 
        
            Oct 3, 2023Patrick Carney
        

        
            “New Grandparent Syndrome”—and the doting it inspires—is real. Here’s how you can balance generosity with practicality.

        

    







    
        Your 2023 Guide to Year-End Tax Planning 
        
            Sep 19, 2023Rick Rodgers
        

        
            When your financial life is complex, decreasing your tax liability requires a strategic plan. Here is where to start.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: Is my portfolio well-diversified? 
        
            Sep 5, 2023Adam Sclafani
        

        
            While there’s no magic formula for balancing a portfolio, there are some key factors to consider—from asset allocation to sector concentration.

        

    







    
        What to Know When Investing in REITs 
        
            Aug 15, 2023Rick Rodgers
        

        
            Real Estate Investment Trusts offer a way to invest in real estate without having to actually manage property. Yet it’s wise to understand the taxation first.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: What is ESG investing and why all the talk about it lately? 
        
            Aug 1, 2023Ashley Duff
        

        
            ESG ratings evaluate how socially conscious a company is, serving as guideposts for selective investors. And their impact is only growing.

        

    







    
        The Pros and Cons of Self-Directing Your Employer-Sponsored Retirement Account 
        
            Jul 18, 2023Rick Rodgers
        

        
            While more investment choices may be appealing, there are some issues to be aware of before taking this direction.

        

    







    
        Ask the Adviser: What can I do to prepare for the estate tax exemption being reduced? 
        
            Jul 5, 2023Christopher Hershey
        

        
            If you have a large estate, these strategies can help you avoid a high estate tax bill when the current exemption expires in a few years.

        

    







    
        You’ve Been Given the Chance to Retire Early—Now What? 
        
            Jun 20, 2023Rick Rodgers
        

        
            You’ve brought in a regular income and made wise investments throughout your life. Now you’re facing the transition from generating income to drawing down your savings.
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        Sign up for our newsletter and get timely insights from our advisers.
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